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producer Roberto Occhipinti and drummer
Mark Kelso) for a club date that caused the
audience “to go nuts,” says Buchbinder. The
Odessa/Havana band’s self-titled first CD,
produced by Occhipinti and released on John
Zorn’s Tzadik label the following year, won the
Canadian Folk Music Award for Best World
Group recording.
On Walk To The Sea Buchbinder took
over more of the composing work and based
the music on research he had done on the
nearly extinct Ladino language, a JudaeoSpanish variant spoken in Sephardic communities spread from southern Spain
through the Balkans to Turkey and the
Middle East. The shared linguistic and
cultural roots made sense in terms of the
Odessa/Havana project. They gave him
added inspiration and advanced the group’s
stylistic approach.
Instead of featuring the back-and-forth
musical dialogue of the first CD, Walk To
The Sea offers a soundscape where Ladino
influence blends together with subsequent
cultural evolution. Here, there are identifiable ethnic elements amid peppery, insistent rhythms, syncopated horn playing and
breathtaking solos by Durán, Johnson and
Buchbinder. With percussionists Jamey
Haddad and Joaquin Nuñez Hidalgo in
the mix, along with oud and tres guitar, the
music continuously moves—up and down,
across oceans, over continents.
Even so, the album’s dynamic deepens
on four cuts abetted by vocalists Maryem
Hassan Tollar and Michal Cohen, with lyrics
on two tracks, “La Roza Una” and “La Roza
Dos” taken from poems by early 20th-century Ladino poet Lina Kohen Albukrek.
“David is an amazing conceptualizer,
and that comes through in the music he has
created with Hilario,” said Occhipinti. “This
new record is very representative of David’s
point of view and aesthetic. It’s also very
much a Toronto record.”
Buchbinder’s abiding community awareness comes from his parents, both 1960s activists, who grew disillusioned with U.S. politics
and moved their two children to Toronto in
1968. The trumpeter, who is 54 and married
to dancer-singer Roula Said (the couple have a
10-year-old daughter) has embraced collaboration throughout his career and searched for
novel ways to present music. “People are interested in jazz, but they’re afraid of it,” he says. “I
think it has to be experienced in relaxed and
different settings.”
To this end, he created Shurum Burum
Jazz Circus in 2002 and is developing an
even larger jazz circus based on the myth of
Orpheus and Eurydice. He founded Toronto’s
Yiddish culture festival, Ashkenaz, in 1995,
and is currently heading a citywide initiative,
Diasporic Genius, that brings together storytelling, music, food and entrepreneurship in
celebration of Toronto’s cultural diversity. The
aim, Buchbinder says, is to “transform the city
by learning how to connect with creativity and
access wisdom.”
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http://www.popmatters.com/pm/music/reviews/57871/david-buchbinder-odessa-havana/
by Will Layman
Boy-o-boy do I hate the term “world music”. There is
something mushy about the term (isn’t all music,
well, . . . “world” music?), and there is certainly
something mushy-gushy about much music marketed
with that term—Peruvian flutes and droning
synthesizers, that kind of thing. Somewhere along the
line, “world music” started to mean “charming, soothing,
and non-offensive sounds from other cultures.” Blech! It
is as if the term “world cheese” meant Velveeta. I want
some Roquefort or Italian Fontina!
!
And that’s why Odessa/Havana tastes so good.
!
This project on John Zorn’s Tzadik label is
credited to Canadian trumpeter/composer David
Buchbinder. It consists of a sparks-flying collaboration
between Buchbinder and Cuban pianist/composer
Hilario Duran (recently based on Toronto)—a seamless
blend of Jewish klezmer music and Afro-Cuban music
that manages to retain both traditions even as it sounds
like something wholly new. In the end, of course,
Odessa/Havana most resembles a jazz recording: rich
in polyrhythm, improvisation, collaboration, and cultural
overlap.
!
The band that Buchbinder and Duran have put
together mines the natural overlap between salsa and
klezmer. In addition to piano and trumpet, the band
includes saxophone (Quinsin Natchoff), violin
(Aleksander Gajic), congas (Jorge Luis Torres), dumbek
and other hand percussion (Rick Lazar), and drum kit
(Mark Kelso or Dafnis Prieto). The composition credits
are split nearly down the middle, with four Duran tunes,
three by Buchbinder, and one collaboration. But the
surprise is that the tunes do not follow type—Duran’s
“Freylekhs Tumbao” sounds primarily klezmer-ish while
Buchbinder’s “Lailadance” is driven by a hip montuno
and decidedly Latin percussion groove. This is music,
to use Duke Ellington’s lovely phrase, “beyond
category”.
!
Most of the songs here, however, achieve a
unique balance between the two types. Though
“Lailadance” is driven by an Afro-Cuban rhythm, the
contour of the minor melody and the voicing of the
instruments evoke Eastern European yearning as
certainly as can be. On Duran’s “Impresiones”, the two
worlds lock together like puzzle pieces and inspire

extremely hot solos from Natchoff and Duran. “Rumba
Judia” starts with a massive percussion workout, then it
moves into a snapping jazz head and a violin solo over
Latin piano vamp. The fiddle drips with klezmer tonality
even as the groove percolates like Spanish Harlem
itself. It is a combination as pleasing as it is natural.
!
Some of the finest music on Odessa/Havana is
slower and more contemplative. “Prayer” begins with a
melody articulated on acoustic bass, then shifted to
trumpet, then to violin and bass in unison, then to a
whining soprano saxophone. The tune is mournful and
blues-drenched but in a different way. “Cadiz” is even
more compelling, with a droning beginning that slowly
builds with the horns and violin harmonizing over the
piano and then a gradual build-up to a dancing groove
that allows for lines that bring out bebop feeling, salsa
fire, and Jewish hope. The tenor solo here is restless
and unique—roiling like Coltrane but utterly original
because of the mixture of contexts.
!
The tune written by both Buchbinder and Duran
is, of course, “Colaboracion”, and it has the most jazz
punch. The violin solo looks most intelligently at the
song, and Buchbinder’s trumpet solo sounds like
Freddie Hubbard unleashed on a hip Latin chart. This
is, for me, the unwritten secret of the Tzadik series of
recordings. While the disc-art is festooned with the Star
of David and label trumpets a Jewish aesthetic, it all still
comes back to jazz. “Jazz” is a word that arguable
means less and less each year, but the concept still
suggests that American music can be a creative pot into
which many varied ingredients can contribute to a
sound that is constantly improved by openness to the
new or the “other”. Odessa/Havana is certainly that.
!
In the end, it’s music like this that feeds jazz and
keeps jazz fresh. The players here come from different
places and different traditions, but they bring it all into a
music that asks them each to listen carefully and take
some chances. It sounds like at least three different
cultures at once, which is to say that it sounds a whole
lot like the U.S.—like one terrific Manhattan block.
!
If you love “world music”—make that just music
—that gets the blood to boil, then Odessa/Havana is a
disc to catch up with.
RATING: 8/10
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Odessa/Havana
David Buchbinder | Tzadik
By Dan McClenaghan
Two distinct and seemingly very different musical galaxies spin into each other on
trumpeter David Buchbinder's Odessa/Havana, setting off a gravitational push-and-pull
of musical momentums. It's a Cuban/Klezmer blend that stirs up the best of both
musical styles--the churning, bubbling, rhythms of the mambo and the rubbery
freewheeling exuberance of traditional Jewish sounds.
Canadian trumpeter/composer/band leader David Buchbinder, who leads the
Juno-nominated Flying Bulgar Klezmer Band, joins forces with pianist Hilario Duran,
who did a nine year stint with Arturo Sandoval, on this stimulating multi-cultural
outing. The ensemble sound has a sinewy richness--violin and clarinet, trumpet and
oud and piano, underlain by the sometimes simmering, often boiling percussion.
The Buchbinder-penned opener, “Lailadance,” contains a bunch of bravura
blowing, and a gorgeous piano solo by Duran. Duran’s “Impressiones” turns the heat
up, sounding like a mini-big band, with violinist Aleksander Gajic spearing sharp lines
into the flow, and multiple reedist Quinsin Nachoff injecting an element of danger to
the mix with his searing tenor sax solo.
Buchbinder's “Cadiz” turns the heat down in the beginning, opening up as a
melancholy lament that swells to a riotous frenzy. Duran's “Next One Rising” opens on
a mellifluous groove, with Nachoff's dark wood rumination leading into Duran's
bubbling fountain piano solo.
The back-and-forth between the Buchbinder and Duran-penned tunes, the ebb
and flow between Jewish and Cuban and the inevitable mix of the two musical cultures,
the swirling reed/trumpet/string mix blowing and bowing over the beautiful clutter of
percussion, makes for a uniquely uplifting listening experience.
Track Listing: Lailadance; Impresiones; Cadiz; Next One Rising; Rumba Judia; Prayer;
Colaboracion; Freylekhs Tumbao.
Personnel: David Buchbinder: trumpet; Hilario Duran: piano; Qunsin Nachoff: reeds, flute;
Aleksander Gajic: violin; Luis Guerra: piano; Mark Kelso: drums; Rick Shadrach: percussion;
Dafnis Prieto: drums; Jorges Luis "Papiosco" Torres: percussion; Roberto Occhipinti: bass.

